
Emily’s song. It brought tears to the whole family – it really 
was a piece of grace.” The song became so special to the 
young man’s family that it was played at his memorial 
service. 

“You’d have thought that Emily had known this young 
man for years,” says Mission Hospice social worker Tess 
Murphy. “It really speaks to who she is as a songwriter that 

she can go so deep and make a 
song so personal.”

Emily describes a song she 
wrote for a father with terminal 
cancer. She set to music some 
words written by his 15-year-
old daughter, and he was able 
to hear the song before he died, 
with his daughter at his side.

Emily also wrote and performed an original song for one 
of our hospice patients who wanted to be married on 
Valentine’s Day. Her recording was a prominent – and 
moving – part of the ceremony.

“Because staff in hospices and hospitals are doing so much, 
I keep it simple. I chat with a social worker or chaplain, 

...continued on back
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Emily Cavanagh: Reaching out with personalized songs
From her New York City apartment, singer-songwriter 
Emily Cavanagh is reaching out to help people feel a little 
less alone during the pandemic. She’s doing this the way 
she knows best – with music.

With a degree in jazz performance and a Master’s in  
Social Work, Emily is a performer and a music therapist –  
supporting homeless people, people with dementia, 
seniors, young adults aging out of foster care, and others. 
But due to COVID-19, much of this was on hold.

Emily was particularly moved by stories of the many people 
who were alone in the hospital due to COVID. “I just woke 
up with this idea that I could write songs for them. The 
idea that you could send love to people through music was 
something that just grabbed me.”

She started by sending her cover version of “I Want To 
Hold Your Hand” to a patient who was alone. From there 
she’s kept creating personalized songs – both covers and 
originals – for hospice and hospital patients, health care 
workers, and families who have lost loved ones. 

Since she officially launched the initiative, A Song For You, in 
May 2020, she has created and sent more than 150 songs – 
each written or chosen specifically for a particular person. 
And she does this all for free.

Emily says this project is a natural fit for her background. 
“Social work is about hearing someone’s story; music is 
about telling one,” she says. “In 
some ways, writing for other 
people is almost easier, because 
you get to tell their story, instead 
of telling your own.” 

When Mission Hospice volunteer 
coordinator Craig Schroeder 
heard about the project, he knew 
what a gift this would be for our 
patients. Emily has since created songs for Mission Hospice 
patients, family members, clinical team members, and 
volunteers. “Emily is phenomenal,” he says. “She has a huge 
heart, and as a social worker, she knows what a difference her 
music is making.”

Craig requested a song for a young man with cancer who 
was nearing the end of his life. “One day his mom was 
really struggling, and I knew that was the time to share 

In spring 2020, Emily launched an initiative to create songs for those 
affected by COVID, including some of our patients. 

“Emily has a huge heart, and as a social 
worker, she knows what a difference 
her music is making.”

– Craig Schroeder,  
Volunteer Coordinator
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and even got to work with Dr. Gary 
Pasternak, our longtime Medical 
Director before Dr. Buckley took on 
that role earlier this year.

Now, he is working side by side with Dr. 
Gary and our other clinicians to make 
sure that each patient receives the care 
and personal attention they deserve. 

“At Mission Hospice, we are really 
proud that our physician-led teams 
take care of the whole patient and all of 
their needs,” says Dr. Buckley.

“Our physicians meet monthly to 
discuss our patients’ care and see 
if we can together solve any issues 

After growing up in Redwood City 
and then attending medical school 
and practicing medicine in New York, 
Nicholas Buckley has returned home 
to the Bay Area as our new Medical 
Director.

Dr. Buckley graduated from CalTech 
with a BS in Computation and Neural 
Systems. “Neuroscience is a really 
interesting field – there is so much 
unknown still,” he says. “But I realized 
I needed to be working directly with 
people rather than doing research 
behind-the-scenes. I needed that 
personal connection.”

That led him to medical school, where 
he received his DO from Touro College 
of Osteopathic Medicine in New 
York City and then worked in family 
medicine near Buffalo. He found 
himself drawn to geriatric care, a 
subspeciality of family medicine.

“As an osteopathic physician, I’ve been 
trained to think about all aspects of 
a patient’s care. That’s why hospice 
and palliative care are a great fit for 
me,” says Dr. Buckley. “We think of 
the person as a whole and what their 
needs are including and beyond their 
primary hospice diagnosis – focusing 
not just on physical care, but also 
emotional and spiritual care.”

His connection to hospice care dates 
to his teenage years. When he was in 
high school, Dr. Buckley was a direct 
care volunteer with Mission Hospice, 

Former student volunteer returns to Mission Hospice as Medical Director 
Nicholas Buckley, DO 

Our new Medical Director, Nicholas Buckley, with his wife Cindy and their dogs Dani and Zoey.

people are having,” he says. “It’s great 
to have input from those beyond that 
patient’s particular care team.”

In addition to his work with Mission 
Hospice, Dr. Buckley is an Attending 
Physician with Homecare Physicians 
Medical Group, a geriatric home care 
practice led by Dr. Shelley Salpeter, 
also a Mission Hospice Associate 
Medical Director.

When he’s not working, Dr. Buckley 
enjoys spending time with his wife 
Cindy and their two dogs.   
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Young woman remembers her dad in poetry
Leena, a recent participant in our 
“Writing Through Loss” workshop, 
said, “Not only did writing about 
my own experiences and loss help 
me make sense of my grief, but also 
hearing others’ writing was really 
therapeutic.”

One of Leena’s most moving pieces 
described her dad’s hands – along with 
the many memories he helped her 
create. She agreed to share it.  
Thank you, Leena.

My dad says he has fumbling fingers.
I hope you didn’t inherit these clumsy 

things, he tells me.
No fine motor skills! 
He wiggles his fingers ruefully. 

Twice as thick as mine
those fingers will never grip a scalpel
or carry out a lifesaving operation
But they are the fingers that patiently 

traced each line of Make Way for 
Ducklings and Blueberries for Sal,

guiding my eyes as I learned to make 
sense of the letters on the page

They are the fingers that showed me 
how to shuffle playing cards, 

How to write in bubble letters,
How to scoop up leftover brownie 

batter from the bowl. 
They are the fingers that gently wiped 

away my tears 
Carefully tucked my hair behind my ears
Deftly tied my shoes
Playfully tickled my toes 

The fingers that held on to my bike as  
I teetered down the road, training 
wheel-less for the first time

That grabbed the steering wheel as I 
swerved in the abandoned parking 
lot on Page Mill, still trying to 
remember which pedal was gas and 
which was brake. 

These are the fingers I watched leaf 
methodically through pages of 
medical documents,

Write down copious notes in doctors’ 
offices after my mom was diagnosed 
with cancer 

Type frantically into the night 
researching symptoms, procedures,

mining the internet for a gleam of hope.

The fingers that held my mother’s hands 
through the bar of the hospital bed. 

I watched them clench into a fist 
then slowly, painfully, hopelessly, uncoil 
Sag heavy at his sides
Then create haphazard rivulets as he 

ran them through his hair  
Finally falling to his face, where they 

wiped away a stream of tears, 
the first I have ever seen him shed. 

The fingers that squeeze mine with 
excitement as I open my college 
acceptance letter,

The fingers that merrily drum on the 
steering wheel to the beat of our 
favorite Billy Joel song,

That painstakingly poke at the letters on 
his iPhone screen to send me a text,

That sneak a note into my suitcase the 
night before I leave for college, one 
that I look at every time I am sad, or 
happy, or lonely, or hopeful.

Yes, my father had fumbling fingers. 
And no fine motor skills. 
But it wouldn’t be so bad to inherit them. 

Fumbling Fingers
 - by Leena

Vigiling volunteers sit 
bedside with patients
Vigiling is perhaps the most 
compassionate and intimate service 
our volunteers offer to patients and 
families. 

Family members who cannot be at 
the bedside in their loved one’s last 
moments know that they will not be 
alone as the leave this world. Vigil 
volunteers are there to hold a hand, 
sing gently, recite poems, play gentle 
music or sit close in silence – simply 
offering presence to the patient.

Even if it isn’t apparent from the 
outside, patients know the presence  
of a vigil volunteer.

Our volunteers consider it one of the 
most sacred honors and a privilege 
to be invited to sit bedside and to be 
there to offer comfort and compassion 
so the dying are not alone.  

MISSION HOSPICE AUXILIARY 

Virtual Fall GalaVirtual Fall Gala
Saturday, Oct. 9, 2021Saturday, Oct. 9, 2021    

For information about sponsoring  
or volunteering, call Cathy 

McDermott at 650.532.2562.

SAVE THE DATE!
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and they tell me a bit about the person who most needs a 
song, whether it’s a patient, family member, or caregiver. I 
ask about the person, their background, what message is 
appropriate, and what kind of music they like.”

Based on that conversation, Emily creates a song just for that 
person. She’s such an experienced songwriter that she can 
typically write and record a song in 3-5 days. Emily sends the 
resulting music files via text or email, making it easy for social 
workers, nurses, and family members to share the songs.

The project has become so popular that she’s recruited 
dozens of fellow musicians to join her, including Grammy-
nominated and award-winning singer/songwriters. With 
Emily’s lead, they’ve produced well over 75 original songs, 
and more than 30 personalized cover songs.

Emily is committed to keeping the music free. “As artists, 
we’re especially hurting right now,” she says, “but I just don’t 
feel right making money off a pandemic.” She says that 
within a year or so, she’d love to find donated studio space 
for the recordings, and to turn the project into a nonprofit.

“I am so grateful that I’ve been able to start this project that 
keeps me busy and creative, doing things for other people,” 
says Emily. “I’m from a large family – I have 57 first cousins 
– and not being all together has been so hard. Doing this 
work gives me a real sense of community. I’m so happy to 
be contributing in my own way.”

“It’s like divine intervention,” says Tess. “Emily gives people 
the gifts that they desperately need. It is such a gift when 
people are feeling so alone.”  

You can learn more about the project at hereisasongforyou.org, 
and hear Emily’s music on Spotify, Instagram, YouTube, and at 
www.emilycavanaghmusic.com.

Singer songwriter creates A Song For You... continued from front

Emily performing a few years ago. Photo by Zafar and Mazhar Sheriff.


